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Abstract: To investigate the association between physical activity (including active travel modes) and
environmental factors, much research has estimated contextual influences based on zones or areas
delineated with buffer analysis. However, few studies to date have examined the effects of different
buffer sizes on estimates of individuals’ dynamic exposures along their daily trips recorded as GPS
trajectories. Thus, using a 7-day GPS dataset collected in the Chicago Regional Household Travel
Inventory (CRHTI) Survey, this study addresses the methodological issue of how the associations
between environmental contexts and active travel modes (ATMs) as a subset of physical activity vary
with GPS-based buffer size. The results indicate that buffer size influences such associations and the
significance levels of the seven environmental factors selected as predictors. Further, the findings
on the effects of buffer size on such associations and the significance levels are clearly different
between the ATMs of walking and biking. Such evidence of the existence of buffer-size effects for
multiple environmental factors not only confirms the importance of the uncertain geographic context
problem (UGCoP) but provides a resounding cautionary note to all future research on human mobility
involving individuals’ GPS trajectories, including studies on physical activity and travel behaviors,
especially on the reliable estimation of individual exposures to environmental factors and their
health outcomes.
Keywords: buffer analysis; GIS; environmental context; GPS trajectories; active travel modes

1. Introduction
With an increasing interest in the relationships between environmental contexts and human
health-related behaviors and outcomes, many physical activity (PA) researchers have investigated the
environmental influences on people’s moderate to vigorous PA. PA is “any bodily movement produced
by skeletal muscles that results in energy expenditure” [1]. Moderate to vigorous PA especially, such as
brisk walking and running, brings various health benefits [2]. Many studies have used geographic
information system (GIS)-based buffer analyses due to the simplicity of using them to delineate
contextual areas or zones and the effectiveness in deriving contextual variables with them. Buffer
zones with a pre-specified distance are, thus, often used in research on PA to delineate areas within
which individuals are potentially affected by specific environmental factors.
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Home addresses have been a popular type of geographic location for delineating buffer zones.
For example, previous studies investigated the effects of neighborhood green spaces around individuals’
home locations on their PA [3–6]. Some researchers have sought to identify a reasonable and reliable
distance to capture true neighborhood effects. For instance, McGinn and colleagues [7] suggested that a
20-min walking distance—roughly 1.6 km or 1 mile—was appropriate for defining neighborhood areas
from individual home locations in physical health research, whereas Berke and colleagues [8] claimed
that a slightly smaller size, 1 km or 0.6 miles, might better capture the characteristics of people’s
residential neighborhoods.
When compared to the static locations, such as home addresses, a few studies have been conducted
to explore the effects of the sizes of GPS-based buffers when estimating the dynamic exposure along
individuals’ daily GPS trajectories. For GPS-based buffers, dynamic GPS points are used as entities to
construct buffers instead of static home locations. By identifying where and when people spend their
time and are exposed to a specific environmental influence in their daily lives, using GPS data may
help mitigate the uncertain geographic context problem (UGCoP), which arises due to the spatial and
temporal uncertainties of contextual influences on people’s health-related behaviors or outcomes [9].
In the last decade or so, buffer analysis (e.g., 50 or 100 m buffer) has been used to delineate environmental
contexts along individuals’ GPS trajectories that have a spatially immediate and momentary influences
on individuals’ moderate to vigorous PA [10,11]. However, due to the lack of consensus on the best
distance for creating GPS-based buffers in previous studies and potential variations in research results
due to the use of buffers of different sizes, there is an urgent need to investigate the effects of different
sizes of buffers on research findings to provide insights into public health and transportation research.
Thus, this study addresses the methodological issue of the effects of different buffer sizes on the
estimated relationships between environmental contexts and active travel modes (ATMs), which is a
manifestation of the UGCoP. As a subset of PA, ATMs include only walking and biking in this study,
although there are other ATMs in our daily lives, like running, roller-skating, and so on. Sensitivity
analyses were conducted to investigate the varying associations between seven environmental
factors (crime, trees, parks and open spaces, neighborhood median household income, neighborhood
population, transit availability, and traffic collision) and walking and biking, taking into consideration
11 different buffer sizes ranging from 20 to 200 m. In addition, this study used multinomial logistic
regression to examine the relationships between buffer size and the impacts of the seven environmental
factors and on people’s ATMs, and the statistical significance of each predictor based on the 11 different
buffer sizes is explored.
This study contributes to the literature on the accurate estimation of individual exposures to
various environmental contexts.
This article is structured as follows. Past studies on the estimation of environmental exposure
using buffers are reviewed in Section 2. The GPS dataset, the GIS dataset, and the analytical methods
used in this study are explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results obtained from the statistical
analyses on the associations between ATMs and multiple environmental factors, and Section 5 discusses
the research findings and concludes the article.
2. Estimation of Individual Environmental Exposure using Buffer Analysis
GIS methods have been essential for estimating the impact of environmental influences on PA.
A large body of research has used buffer analysis to delineate neighborhoods around individuals’
home addresses and find empirical evidence regarding the associations between PA and neighborhood
characteristics [5,7,8,12,13]. Buffering is one type of spatial analysis that can be used to assess the effects
of various factors by defining zones around geometric primitives, such as points, lines, or polygons,
which represent geographic entities or objects. Circular (radial) buffers with the same distance in
all directions are widely used to define neighborhood or contextual areas in an isotropic manner,
whereas network buffers are used to define anisotropic contextual areas taking into account individuals’
reachable distances along road networks (Figure 1). A circular shape has been the most popular form
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to delineate contextual areas based on a specific distance from a set of entities (e.g., people’s home
locations). For instance, McGinn and colleagues [7] created 1.6 km (1 mile) circular buffers around
the homes of 1270 adults in Forsyth County, NC, and Jackson City, MS, to examine the associations
between the built-environment and adults’ PA for leisure and transportation purposes. The 1.6 km
distance is equivalent to a 20-min walking distance, which seems a reasonable distance for delineating
people’s residential neighborhoods based on their home locations. The study found that, in Jackson,
MS, people who live in neighborhoods with low-traffic volumes were less likely to meet physical
activity recommendations.

Figure 1. Circular and network buffers.

Because a neighborhood or contextual area can be delineated based on different characteristics of
participants or the environment, various buffer sizes were used in some studies [5,8,13–15]. Berke et al. [8],
for instance, used smaller buffer sizes (e.g., 100 m, 500 m, and 1 km), which may better capture the
walkable areas for older adults around their homes. As one of the characteristics of the built-environment,
the effects of green space on people’s PA may depend on the proximity between green space and people’s
homes. For example, Maas and colleagues [13] used 1 km and 3 km circular buffers to measure the
percentages of green space around participants’ homes, while Cerin and colleagues [16] applied 500 m
and 1 km network buffers to delineate reachable green space for adults in 12 countries. Browning and
Lee [17] conducted a systematic literature review and found that when buffers were created around
individuals’ home addresses, a large number of studies found significant associations between greenness
and better physical health or health behaviors, including PA, as the buffer size increases up until 1999 m.
Further, Nagel and colleagues [5] concluded that the significance of the associations between some
built-environment factors and PA could vary depending on the sizes of the buffers that represent different
ranges of neighborhood or contextual areas.
The increasing adoption of GPS in PA research has led to the identification of the locations
where PA occurs. In some studies, GPS points falling within 400 m to 1600 m circular or network
buffers from people’s home locations were considered [18–21]. These studies combined GPS points
with objectively measured PA to understand the effect of residential neighborhoods on people’s PA.
Boruff and colleagues [18] further investigated different buffer types and their influence on research
findings. Further, different sizes of buffers were considered in recent studies to delineate more accurate
residential neighborhoods for specific PA types (e.g., walking or bicycling) [22,23]. In other words,
with respect to the size of buffers, the types of PA in question became a critical factor that needed to be
taken into account to find appropriate buffer sizes.
However, only a few studies to date have considered buffers along individual trips traced by
GPS trajectories for assessing the dynamic influence of environmental factors. Among these studies,
Rodríguez et al. [10] justified the use of 50 m buffers around each GPS point to estimate daily exposures
of adolescent females to built-environment characteristics. The purpose of using a 50 m distance
was to avoid the potential dependence in the estimated effects of the built-environment between two
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consecutive GPS points. Further, Burgoine and colleagues [11] applied a hybrid method by using
100 m circular buffers for estimating environmental exposures during children’s trips from and to
school and 800 m network buffers for their residential and school neighborhoods. Regarding the trips
from and to the school of children, Harrison and colleagues [24] used the actual routes derived from
GPS points and the predicted routes calculated using the shortest path algorithm to compare the food
and PA environments in the 100 m buffers along the two kinds of routes. Yin and colleagues [25]
highlighted that, although the moderate to vigorous PA of youths usually occurred within a 0.25 or
0.3-mile radius around their residences considering their daily trips, their space-time paths were not
uniformly distributed in the radial area. In addition, Houston [26] tested 50, 250, and 500 m buffers
created around the GPS trajectories of 55 adults and found that the results varied between different
buffer sizes. For example, the magnitude of the impact of green space on moderate to vigorous PA was
diminished as the buffer size increased to 500 m.
Therefore, this study conducted an in-depth investigation into the effects of buffer size on research
results concerning PA based on GPS trajectories. With regard to the UGCoP, Kwan [27] highlighted the
need for performing sensitivity analysis in particular, in order to better understand the extent to which
research findings and contextual influences are affected by different delineations of contextual units.
Hence, this study examines whether GPS-based buffer size affects the associations between ATMs,
including walking and biking, and multiple physical and social environmental factors that previous
studies have not explored. Further, when compared to Houston’s research [26], this study examines
individual environmental exposures using smaller buffers (e.g., from 50 m to 200 m).
3. Method
3.1. GPS Data
The GPS data and daily activity diaries collected in the Chicago Regional Household Travel
Inventory (CRHTI) project were used in this study. Chicago is the third-largest metropolitan area in
the U.S. where people are exposed to various urban opportunities and built-environments. This study
was approved by the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board. In the CRHTI survey, GPS
trajectory data were recorded from members of 147 households for 7 days between September 2007
and December 2007, using GlobalSat Data Logger. Daily activity diaries were reported during the
first day of the entire 7 survey days regarding destinations and trips. Among these participants, only
178 persons from 73 households had both complete personal and household information in addition to
GPS data and activity diaries, and 168 adults who were 18 years old or older were selected as subjects
for this study. The GPS data were recorded at a 5-s interval when a participant was moving at a speed
of at least one mile per hour (mph), which is the speed of slow walking. In this study, to reduce the
computation time for the following analyses, GPS points were sampled at a 10-s interval. Because GPS
points at 5-s intervals are too numerous to process for buffer analysis, we decided to reduce the number
of points by half by sampling them at a 10-s interval. Before data analysis, Kalman filtering [28], based
on linear quadratic estimation, was performed to increase the accuracy the GPS data. Further, short
trips with less than a 3-min duration were excluded because GPS tracks that seem like short trips
of under 3 min are most likely not real trips (e.g., due to drifting GPS points) and can be wrongly
identified as trips. These “short trips” were, thus, removed.
3.2. Travel Mode Classification
To obtain the travel modes of the trips recorded in the survey, the travel mode classification
algorithm developed by Lee and Kwan [28] was adopted. The algorithm identifies travel modes like
walking and biking using machine learning. Among the three main processes that constitute the travel
mode classification algorithm, the “classification using GPS data” process was modified, optimized,
and implemented to classify walking, in-vehicle status, biking, and running for this study, since GPS
data were the only sensor data collected by the CRHTI project. This optimization process includes the
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test of different sets of distance and time windows—10 to 500 m distance and 10 to 300 s time—to find
the best predictive accuracy, which was not done in the previous version of the algorithm (10 to 200 m
distance and 10 to 180 s time). Distance and time windows play an important role in better predicting
such travel modes with GPS data by creating many variables related to the movements of humans
and vehicles.
The overall predictive accuracy of the optimized classification algorithm was 97.00% (walking:
97.58%, in-vehicle: 97.24%, biking: 89.33%, and running: 99.01% in Figure 2) with 10 to 300 s time
windows and 10 to 500 m distance windows when the Geolife GPS data described in Section 3.1 in [28]
were used as training and test datasets. When 10 to 180 s time windows and 10 to 200 m distance
windows—which were the minimum ranges of window sizes in the test—were used, the algorithm
achieved the lowest predictive accuracy (95.04%). Next, the optimized classification algorithm was also
tested using real-world GPS trajectories collected from three subjects described in Lee and Kwan [28].
The three subjects were young adults and all males with no health issues. It improved the accuracy
of walking (99.38%) and in-vehicle status (95.81%) when compared to the previous version (walking:
98.25%; in-vehicle: 91.98%), whereas biking (90.47%) showed a slightly lower accuracy than the
original version of the algorithm (90.95%). Running observations in the real-world GPS trajectories
were replaced in this study with almost 2-h records from TrackProfiler (Višnjan, Croatia), which is
an online service to upload and share GPS tracks, because the number of observations for running
was too small to measure the performance of the algorithm in predicting running in the previous
study. With the replaced observations, the optimized classification achieved an accuracy of 90.95%
in identifying running. Predicted results of the CRHTI GPS data and their clustering patterns were
represented using kernel density estimation, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Performance test of the optimized travel mode classification algorithm using GPS data with
different combinations of features depending on the sizes of the distance and time windows (x-axis).
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Figure 3. Predicted travel modes based on the Chicago Regional Household Travel Inventory GPS
data and their clustering visualization using kernel density estimation. (a) Walking, (b) in-vehicle,
and (c) biking.

3.3. Statistical Analyses
GPS-based buffers are more spatially specific and can better capture the environmental contexts
along individuals’ GPS trajectories when compared to other delineation methods, including activity
spaces [29–33], kernel densities [34,35], and daily potential path areas [36]. Further, buffers created using
GPS points can also take into account the temporal dimension of exposure, enabling the estimation of
people’s cumulative exposures to environmental influences (e.g., more exposures when individuals
stay for a longer time at specific places), whereas other delineation methods often neglect them (c.f.,
Wang and Kwan [37]).
Circular buffers are created around each GPS point with the predicted travel modes (Figure 4).
As for the impact of the environment on people’s PA, the in-vehicle status contrasts with ATMs, such as
biking (Winters et al., 2010). Therefore, the in-vehicle status can serve as a reference category when the
associations between each travel mode and the environmental context are examined.

Figure 4. The 20 m circular buffers created around each GPS point with the predicted travel modes.
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For the statistical model in this study, multinomial logistic regression was used to examine the
associations between ATMs and environmental contexts. As of the response variable, predicted
inactivity and ATMs were compared (e.g., in-vehicle versus walking, and in-vehicle versus biking).
Logistic regression analyses provided odds ratios (ORs) for each predictor as estimates of the probability
that a specific outcome (e.g., active travel) would happen against another (e.g., inactive travel). In this
paper, if the OR is greater than 1, it means that walking or biking is more likely to occur for a given
predictor. On the other hand, if the OR is less than 1, it indicates that in-vehicle status is more likely
to happen. In logistic regression, ORs are derived by exponentiating the beta coefficient of a given
variable as follows.
Odds Ratio = eβ ,
(1)
where β is a coefficient of a given explanatory variable in logistic regression.
Each observation considered in the models was a GPS point, and 7 different environmental variables
were included in the models based on the buffer areas delineated by different distances and assigned
to each observation. As shown in Table 1, those 7 predictor variables represent different aspects of the
physical, social, and safety-related environmental contexts. Among the 7 predictors, trees, parks and
open spaces, transit accessibility, crime, and traffic collision were selected because they were widely
used as important variables in previous studies [4,5,10,18,38–46]. Further, since many studies reported
mixed or non-significant findings regarding the influence of safety-related factors on people’s active
travel, this study specifically included crime and traffic collisions as public safety factors [5,7,18,46,47].
Individuals’ perceptions regarding neighborhood environments are also influential factors on PA [48],
and thus, neighborhood-level income and population were included as predictors in this study.
Table 1. Description of the seven environmental context variables.
Category

Environment

Transport

Safety

Neighborhood
socio-economy
status

Predictors

Data Source

Measure

Measuring Unit

Resolution/Unit

Time

Tree

Land Cover data from
the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency
for Planning Data Hub

Comments

Percentage

Area (m2 )

1 m pixel

2010

Park and open
space

Chicago Data Portal

Percentage

Area (m2 )

Polygon

2010

Transit
availability
index

Chicago Metropolitan
Agency for Planning
Data Hub

Average

Index (1–5)

Polygon

2010

Crime

Chicago Data Portal

Count

Number of
crimes/km2

Point

2007

Violent
crimes

Traffic
collision

Illinois Department of
Transportation

Count

Number of
crashes/km2

Point

2007

Pedestrian
and pedal
cyclists

Neighborhood
median
household
income

American Community
Survey of the United
States Census Bureau

Average

Dollars ($)

Census tract
(polygon)

2010

Density of
neighborhood
African
Americans

American Community
Survey of the United
States Census Bureau

Average

Number of
people/km2

Census tract
(polygon)

2010

Trees and parks and open spaces were included in the environment category. The transit availability
index in the transport category is a measure that “takes into account transit service frequency,
pedestrian friendliness, network distance to transit stops, and the number of subzone connections” [49].
It represents transit accessibility as an index from 1 to 5 (1 represents the lowest while 5 the highest
level of accessibility to transit). The crime predictor is the incidence of 11 types of violent crimes [50,51].
Traffic collisions involving pedestrians and cyclists associated with public safety were taken into
account in this study. Aside from those predictors, age, race, household income, and weekday/weekend
were included as confounding factors.
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Three models were iteratively generated using 11 buffer sizes—20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100,
150, and 200 m; therefore, a total of 33 models were created. For each buffer size, the 7 environmental
variables were calculated iteratively. Specifically, for parks and open spaces, areas included in each
buffer size were computed. Regarding transit availability index and neighborhood median household
income and population, area-weighted averages were calculated for each buffer size. The three models
included a slightly different number of environmental variables. The first model included the number
of cases of violent crime, the percentage of tree areas, the density of park and open space, the transit
availability index, and the number of traffic collisions adjusted for age, race, household income,
and weekday/weekend. The second model added the density of African Americans in the neighborhood
as a predictor, in addition to those predictors already included in the first model. The third model
included neighborhood median household income in addition to those predictors already included
in the second model. The second and third models were used to explore the effects of neighborhood
socioeconomic status on the likelihood of individuals adopting walking or biking against traveling in
vehicles as a travel mode. Regarding using the percentage of African Americans in a neighborhood
as a predictor, a past study observed that “African Americans perceived their neighborhoods as less
safe and less pleasant for physical activity than did whites, regardless of the racial composition of the
neighborhood” [48]. In other words, African Americans tend to rate their neighborhoods lower than
whites on both safety and pleasantness, and thus, neighborhoods with a high percentage of African
Americans tend to be perceived negatively for physical activity (which in turn, would negatively
influence people’s intention to undertake physical activity).
Three goodness-of-fit measures (pseudo-R-squared, AIC (Akaike information criterion), and BIC
(Bayesian information criterion)) were used to compare the fit of the three models.
R statistical software was used for the computation of the variables based on a large number
of GPS points with different buffer sizes and statistical analyses. Extreme Science and Engineering
Discovery Environment (XSEDE) Jetstream with Intel Xeon E-2680v3 CPUs (24 cores) accelerated the
variable calculations in this study [52,53].
4. Result
4.1. Descriptive Statistics
Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the 168 adults with their personal characteristics and
predicted average daily travel time using the optimized travel mode classification algorithm described
in Section 3.2. In the statistical summary, the percentage of females was slightly higher than that of
males. Most of the participants were whites and middle-aged adults. According to the population
statistics of Chicago (United States Census Bureau, 2010), the percentage of whites in the population of
the study area was 45% while it was 81.5% in our sample, and African Americans accounted for 33% of
the population, which was higher than the percentage in our samples (10.7%). High-income people
comprised the dominant group, and vehicles, including private cars and public transport, were the
most-used modes for daily travels, which accounted for one hour per day on average. Since running
was rarely performed in the daily lives of the 168 participants, it was excluded from this study. The other
three travel modes (i.e., walking, traveling in a car, and biking) were considered.
The total number of GPS points was 156,627 (156,627 observations). The environmental characteristics
within the 50 m buffers around these GPS points are described in Table 3 to give a sense of how
the participants were dynamically exposed to different environmental contexts in their daily lives.
Regarding the predicted travel modes, 40,999 GPS points were identified as walking, whereas only
2545 points were classified as biking. The buffer areas of the GPS points associated with walking
had, on average, higher tree density, higher transit availability and battery incidence, and more traffic
collisions involving pedestrians and cyclists than the buffer areas of the GPS points associated with biking
and in-vehicle. On the other hand, buffer areas of the GPS points associated with biking had, on average,
more park and open space areas and higher neighborhood median household incomes. The correlations
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among the seven predictors were analyzed to evaluate multicollinearity using correlation coefficients,
and it was found that there was very little correlation between any pairs of predictors (not presented).
Table 2. Descriptive statistics of the 168 adult participants in the Chicago Regional Household Travel
Inventory (CRHTI) project.
n = 168 Persons
Female
Race
White
African American
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Hispanic
Other
Household income (73 households)
< $20,000
$20,000–$34,999
$35,000–$49,999
$50,000–$59,999
$60,000 to $74,999
$75,000 to $99,999
$100,000+
NA
Age
Predicted average daily travel time (hours)
Walking
Running
Biking
In-vehicle
Number of recorded days

Percentage (%)
53
81.5
10.7
1.2
1.8
3.0
1.8
8.7
5.4
3.3
9.8
10.9
21.7
39.1
1.1
Mean ± standard deviation
43.2 ± 11.4
0.3 ± 0.2
0.0003 ± 0.0
0.02 ± 0.5
1.1 ± 0.7
5.3 ± 1.5

4.2. Sensitivity Analyses of the 11 Sizes of Buffers
The varying associations between participants’ ATMs and the seven environmental factors in
Models 1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figure 5. In all three models, different buffer sizes affected such
associations in terms of both the significance levels of the variables and the ORs. When trees, parks
and open spaces, transit availability, battery, and traffic collision were included as predictors in Model
1, the associations between participants’ ATMs and the seven environmental factors were mostly
significant for walking across the 20 to 200 m buffers, whereas only trees and traffic collision involving
pedestrians and cyclists had significant associations for biking consistently for different buffer sizes.
When the neighborhood African American was added as a predictor in Model 2, transit availability
became more significant for all the buffer sizes for biking versus in-vehicle; however, parks and open
spaces and crime still remain non-significant for most of the buffer sizes for biking. The added density of
African Americans in a neighborhood was also not significantly associated with biking. On the contrary,
the results of Model 3 with the additional neighborhood median household income variable indicate that
the implications of buffer sizes are eventually alleviated in trees, transit availability, and neighborhood
median household income regarding their significance levels for walking and biking. The rest of the
predictors, however, do not show consistent significance levels across the buffer sizes. Particularly, as to
parks and open spaces, crime, and the density of neighborhood African Americans, only relatively large
buffer sizes—150 and 200 m—make them significant for biking. Further, the predictor of traffic collision
is not significant for biking versus in-vehicle until the buffer size reaches 40 m.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of seven predictors measured around all GPS points using 50 m circular buffers.
Predictors

Walking (40,999 Observations)

Biking (2545 Observations)

In-Vehicle (113,083 Observations)

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Mean

SD

Min

Max

Mean

SD

Min

Max

18.00
5.50
4.67

19.14
19.12
0.46

0
0
3.41

100.00
100.00
5.00

9.00
8.70
4.31

10.49
25.76
0.45

0
0
4.00

52.60
100.00
5.00

11.80
8.00
4.47

13.15
23.73
0.51

0
0
1.00

100.00
100.00
5.00

41.00

74.81

0

844.00

19.90

31.94

0

214.90

28.00

57.17

0

1146.00

59,484

22,832

13,177

127,736

69,253

19,753

27,866

127,460

55,161

22,122

10,217

150,281

1742

2354

4

10,325

269

335

4

2630

1207

1767

0

10,325

3.80

8.65

0

71.60

3.10

7.33

0

47.70

3.20

7.70

0

79.60

Physical environment
Tree (%)
Park and open space (%)
Transit availability index (1–5)
Social environment and safety
Crime (count/km2 )
Neighborhood median
household income ($)
Density of neighborhood
African Americans
(population/km2 )
Traffic collision (count/km2 )
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significance levels of the seven predictors for walking and biking, and thus, the maximum number
of significant variables is 14. In Figure 6, the histogram indicates that as buffer size gets closer to 200 m,
more environmental variables become significant.
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14. In Figure 6, the histogram indicates that as buffer size gets closer to 200 m, more environmental
variables become significant.

Figure 6. The total number of significant variables in Model 3 according to different buffer sizes.

The associations of the seven predictors derived with 200 m buffers and travel modes are shown
in Table 4. All the model fit measures, including the three kinds of pseudo-R-squared values, indicate
that Model 3 with the added neighborhood median household income better explains variations in the
outcome variable—predicted travel modes—than the other two models. The higher percentages of
tree areas (OR: 1.05), transit availability (OR: 2.06), incidence of crime (OR: 1.00), and traffic collision
(OR: 1.01) were significantly associated with higher odds of walking, whereas traffic collisions (OR:
0.99) were significantly associated with lower odds of biking compared to in-vehicle status in Model 1.
For walking, the density of parks and open spaces (OR: 0.97) had a significant association with lower
odds of walking against in-vehicle status in Model 1. The results of Model 2 were similar to Model 1,
and the model fit measures of Model 2 were not improved much after the density of neighborhood
African Americans was added.
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Table 4. Odds ratios and standard errors resulted from Models 1, 2, and 3 to examine the associations between travel modes and trees, and park and open space
densities, transit availability, the incidence of violent crimes, neighborhood African American density, median household income, and traffic collisions involving
pedestrians and pedal cyclists adjusted for age, race, household income, and weekday/weekend derived with 200 m buffers.
Model 1
Predictors

Walking Versus in-Vehicle

Model 2

Biking Versus in-Vehicle

Walking Versus in-Vehicle

Model 3

Biking Versus in-Vehicle

Walking Versus in-Vehicle

Biking Versus in-Vehicle

OR

95% CI

AME

OR

95% CI

AME

OR

95% CI

AME

OR

95% CI

AME

OR

95% CI

AME

OR

95% CI

AME

1.05
0.97
2.06

(1.04, 1.05)
(0.97, 0.97)
(2.03, 2.09)

0.0079
−0.0036
0.1194

1.01
1.00
1.06

(1.00, 1.01)
(0.99, 1.00)
(1.00, 1.12)

−0.0001
0.0001
−0.0015

1.05
0.97
2.04

(1.05, 1.05)
(0.97, 0.97)
(2.01, 2.07)

0.0078
−0.0036
0.1173

1.01
1.00
1.07

(1.00, 1.01)
(0.99, 1.00)
(1.05, 1.08)

−0.0001
0.0001
−0.0014

1.05
0.98
1.92

(1.04, 1.05)
(0.97, 0.98)
(1.92, 1.92)

0.0077
−0.0033
0.1061

1.00
0.99
1.09

(1.00, 1.00)
(0.99,0.99)
(1.09, 1.09)

−0.0000
0.0001
−0.0008

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0001

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

0.99

(0.99, 0.99)

−0.0000

Physical environment
Tree
Park and open space
Transit availability index

Social environment and safety
Crime
Neighborhood median
household income
Density of neighborhood
African Americans
Traffic collision
McFadden’s R2
Nagelkerke’s R2
CoxSnell’s R2
AIC
BIC

1.00

1.01

(1.01, 1.01)

0.0025

0.99

0.128
0.212
0.154
178,352
178,611

(0.99, 0.99)

−0.0001

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

−0.0000

1.00

(1.00, 1.00)

0.0000

0.99

(0.99, 0.99)

−0.0000

1.01

(1.01, 1.01)

0.0027

0.99

(0.99, 0.99)

−0.0001

1.01

(1.01, 1.01)

0.0021

0.99

(0.99, 0.99)

−0.0001

0.129
0.212
0.155
178,285
178,564

0.140
0.229
0.167
175,644
175,943

p < 0.001 ; p < 0.01 ; p < 0.1 . OR: odds ratio; 95% CI: 95% confidence intervals of odds ratios; AME: average marginal effects; AIC: Akaike information criterion. BIC: Bayesian
information criterion.
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Compared to Models 1 and 2, all the variables had significant associations with walking and biking
in Model 3, showing much-enhanced R-squared, AIC, and BIC values. Tree density, transit availability,
and crime had significant associations with higher odds of both walking (OR: 1.05, 1.92, and 1.00
respectively) and biking (OR: 1.00, 1.09, and 1.00 respectively) compared to in-vehicle status in Model 3.
Neighborhood median household income, density of neighborhood African Americans, and traffic
accidents crash were associated with higher odds for walking (OR: 1.00, 1.00, and 1.01 respectively),
but with lower odds for biking (OR: 0.99, 0.99, and 0.99 respectively) compared to in-vehicle status.
On the other hand, parks and open spaces were associated with lower odds of walking (OR: 0.98) and
biking (OR: 0.99) against in-vehicle status.
To determine the effects of all the environmental factors in the probability scale on walking
or biking, the average marginal effects were calculated. In Model 3, the average marginal effect
of transit availability on walking was the highest (0.1061) among all the predictors. It indicated
that the probability of walking is approximately 10 percentage points higher for areas with great
transit accessibility than areas with low levels of transit accessibility. It was also found that when the
surrounding environments had higher tree density, there was approximately a 1% higher probability
of walking, on average, than in areas with lower tree density.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
This study explored how different buffer sizes affect the associations between ATMs and multiple
environmental factors (including the physical, social, and safety environments) in the estimation of
spatially-immediate and temporally-momentary exposures around individuals’ GPS trajectories for PA
and transportation research. In addition, the sensitivity analysis with different buffer sizes addressed
the UGCoP by showing that the study results are sensitive to the choice of different sizes of buffers
and large buffer sizes have more significant findings. Among the three models, Model 3 had more
significant variables across different buffer sizes, and 200 m was the most appropriate buffer distance
for the model. Based on the ORs and the significance levels of the environmental variables, the study
found that buffer size has an influence on the associations between ATMs and the environmental
factors, and the findings about the ORs and significance levels are clearly different in walking and
biking. Specifically, the associations between biking and/or walking and parks and open spaces,
crime, and traffic collisions do not remain consistent, showing an increase or decrease in the ORs and
moving from a positive to a negative association or vice versa as the buffer size increases. A possible
explanation for this inconsistency is that the changes in the direction of the associations between 20 m
and 30 m, when compared to other sizes, are caused by the insufficient size of the 20 m buffer areas,
which do not include any park areas and incidents of crime and traffic collision around individual GPS
trajectories. Among these three predictors, parks and open spaces particularly showed a decrease in
magnitude in its influence on biking over in-vehicle status, which corroborates Houston’s findings [26].
The associations between ATMs and the environmental factors are more sensitive for biking
than for walking, showing varying statistical significance levels across different buffer sizes over
parks and open spaces, transit availability, crime, the density of neighborhood African Americans,
and traffic collisions. One common characteristic in the outcomes is that non-significant associations
become significant when the buffer size reaches a relatively large distance, like 150 or 200 m. Using
200 m buffers, in this study particularly, produced more significant variables in Model 3 and obtained
better model fit assessments based on several pseudo-R-squared measures than the other two models.
Furthermore, Model 3 when using 200 m buffers showed the best fit when compared to all the other,
shorter buffer distances. Neighborhood-level demographics and socioeconomic characteristics derived
with each buffer at a GPS point played an important role in producing the better model, which may be
relevant to individuals’ perceptions of opportunities for health-promoting behaviors [48]. Thus, the
evidence on the existence of buffer-size effects on multiple environmental factors obtained in this study
provides more systematic insights into PA and transportation research than previous studies regarding
GPS-based buffers [10,26].
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In the physical environment, the percentage of tree areas as a proxy of greenness derived with
200 m buffers around each GPS point was one of the consistent predictors, showing stable and
significant associations in the three models. Tree density has higher ORs for walking and biking
when compared to in-vehicle travel. With the objectively measured tree density, this study shows
that greenness is likely to be associated with more walking (relative to motorized travel modes),
which is consistent with the findings in previous studies [38,39]. The role of parks and open spaces in
promoting walking and biking is, however, inconsistent with other studies, suggesting that the more
park areas that individuals are exposed to in their daily trips, the more significantly the association
with lower ORs of active travels, compared to the motorized travel mode [4,18,40–45]. One possible
explanation is that some adults intentionally take a detour when they drive home to enjoy the fleeting
natural landscape, including green space, which may give in-vehicle status higher odds than the two
ATMs (Bell et al., [54]). In addition, since parks and open spaces have more complex characteristics,
such as quality and availability (Lee & Maheswaran, [55]), which may affect their associations with
the use of ATMs, the findings about the effects of parks and open spaces are not as consistent as
those of tree density. The higher ORs of non-motorized travel modes—walking and biking in this
study—against in-vehicle status with regard to transit availability also correspond to past studies,
indicating that transit facilities encourage people’s use of ATMs and PA [41,46]. Thus, to promote
walking or biking, urban planners may need to consider such effects of trees, parks and open spaces,
and transit availability on active travels.
One piece of salient evidence that this study yielded is that safety-related factors, including crime
and traffic collisions, have significant associations with walking and biking. Compared to traveling
by private vehicles or public transit, more traffic collisions involving pedestrians and pedal cyclists
is significantly associated with a lower likelihood of biking, which provides empirical evidence that
traffic collisions constrain PA [56]. Conversely, there are mixed findings concerning walking. Unlike
biking, walking is more likely to occur in areas with more traffic collisions. Furthermore, a higher
incidence of battery is significantly associated with higher ORs of walking and biking when compared
to in-vehicle status. The higher ORs of walking relative to in-vehicle status in the associations between
ATMs and crime and traffic collision were unexpected, suggesting that walking is more likely to
happen than in-vehicle status in areas with more crime cases and traffic collision in the immediate
surroundings. One possible reason behind these inconsistent associations is that larger buffers included
more crimes and traffic collisions around places where walking and biking occurred, and this may have
affected the results. Furthermore, with the different findings in the associations between walking and
biking and traffic collisions, this study provides empirical evidence that the mechanisms underlying
the associations between different travel modes and environmental factors may not work identically.
The influence of neighborhood median household income and African American density also indicates
that some environmental factors could have opposite effects on the two active modes. For example,
walking is likely to be performed in neighborhoods with a high percentages of African Americans and
high median household incomes compared to in-vehicle status, while biking has the opposite outcomes.
The optimized travel mode classification algorithm adopted to automatically identify walking,
running, biking, and in-vehicle status is one of the innovative parts of this study. Such automatic
classification of travel modes only uses GPS trajectories and achieved remarkable accuracy in identifying
those four travel modes. With the newly-adopted travel mode classification algorithm, this study
suggests a novel way of using estimated travel modes in health, transportation, and urban planning
research to understand individuals’ dynamic exposures to environmental factors and their impacts on
individuals’ PA, taking into account people’s daily trips recorded by GPS trajectories.
This study, however, has some limitations. First, this study did not consider trip chains as an
analytical unit. Physical activity research tends to use each GPS point as the analytical unit for exposure
estimation, while transportation research uses trips as the analytical unit to estimate exposures around
people’s travel routes [57]. Specifically, the point-by-point approach can make the results more sensitive
to the GPS points with low accuracy. Second, this study does not address the biases associated
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with selective daily mobility. Because this study focused only on associations rather than causal
relationships, it could not ascertain the causal effects of environmental factors on people’s travel
(c.f., [58]). For example, this study could not identify the reasons why people selected a particular
type of environment to walk or bike or why exposure to specific environments made people perform
walking or biking. Third, correlations between the observations were not addressed in this study.
Due to the large number of GPS points at the high frequency (10-s interval), consecutive GPS points may
have had very similar values of environmental characteristics for a subject. Observations from different
subjects can also be related to each other, since the GPS data were collected from household members,
and therefore, parents and their children and siblings may share the same trips. Observations should
be independent in many statistical tests, and the ignorance of the correlations between observations
can cause the overestimation of p-values [59]. This issue should be examined in future studies by,
for instance, comparing the results to those obtained through random samples of the GPS points.
Fourth, the optimal buffer size identified in this study may not be generalizable. The optimal buffer
size may extend beyond 200 m for other study areas, and different environmental factors may have
different optimal buffer sizes. Hence, such variabilities should be further investigated. In addition,
the sampling rate of the GPS points may affect the consistency of the results. In this study, GPS points
were sampled at a 10-s interval to generate a smaller GPS dataset and to increase computational
efficiency for generating the buffers. However, coarser (e.g., 60 s) or finer (e.g., 5 s) sampling scales may
have implications for the findings on the associations between ATMs and environmental factors and
the effects of different buffer sizes on these associations, since an initial analysis with the GPS dataset
at a 60-s interval obtained somewhat different results for some buffer sizes, although mostly similar
in general. Further, the intensity of the ATMs was not considered in this study, which could enrich
our understanding of the associations. Walking, for instance, can be further divided into light and
brisk walking depending on its intensity, which may be affected differently by different environmental
factors, as many studies have demonstrated by using accelerometers to identify the intensity levels of
individuals’ PA. Lastly, the sample of subjects used in this study is not representative of the larger
population of the study areas. The participants in the sample were mostly wealthy, middle-aged
whites, which restricts the applicability of our findings about the effects of different buffer sizes on the
associations between ATMs and environmental factors to this specific social group. Further, this study
did not deal with the temporal aspects of the buffer size effects. Different buffer sizes may have different
effects on the study results at different time points, and this should be addressed in future studies in
order to better understand the time-sensitive effects of buffer size.
Considering these limitations, future work should further investigate different delineation
methods and their impacts on research findings. More aggregated methods, such as activity space
and kernel density that are based on trips instead of each GPS points should be explored to mitigate
the problems due to the use of a point-by-point approach and to take into account the correlations
between observations. The correlations among observations can also be addressed using specialized
statistical tests that consider the hierarchical structure of trips and participants [59]. Nonlinearity that
might exist in the associations between ATMs and environmental factors should also be handled in
future work using nonlinear statistical models. In addition, the impacts of GPS data sampling rates on
research findings will need to be examined. Instead of the 10-s interval, it would be useful to compare
the results obtained with the original 5-s intervals and larger intervals to see how the study results
vary depending on the sampling rate. Such an investigation will contribute to mobility research in
various fields by suggesting a minimum sampling frequency for GPS data. In addition, the categories
of ATMs need to be expanded by considering the intensity of ATMs, which can be based on data
obtained with accelerometers or on estimations using people’s physiological information, such as age,
height, weight, and velocity of walking or biking. Moreover, further research is needed to enhance our
understanding of the inconsistencies in the results by focusing on different genders, racial or ethnic
groups, and socioeconomic groups. Spatio-temporal analysis will also be needed for exploring some of
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the predictors, such as parks and open spaces and safety-related factors, which may be time-sensitive
and vary between weekdays and weekends.
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